Comparing phase-sensitive and phase-insensitive echolocation target images using a monaural audible sonar.
This paper describes phase-sensitive and phase-insensitive processing of monaural echolocation waveforms to generate target maps. Composite waveforms containing both the emission and echoes are processed to estimate the target impulse response using an audible sonar. Phase-sensitive processing yields the composite signal envelope, while phase-insensitive processing that starts with the composite waveform power spectrum yields the envelope of the autocorrelation function. Analysis and experimental verification show that multiple echoes form an autocorrelation function that produces near-range phantom-reflector artifacts. These artifacts interfere with true target echoes when the first true echo occurs at a time that is less than the total duration of the target echoes. Initial comparison of phase-sensitive and phase-insensitive maps indicates that both display important target features, indicating that phase is not vital. A closer comparison illustrates the improved resolution of phase-sensitive processing, the near-range phantom-reflectors produced by phase-insensitive processing, and echo interference and multiple reflection artifacts that were independent of the processing.